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Eller won't 
register for draft, 
he says he's 
Following 
God's call 
Enten Eller — the Bridgewater College senior 
who ignored a federal judge's order to register for 
a draft by Monday —"has said little about that 
decision. 
But Tuesday he granted art exclusive interview 
to The Breeze. He did so because the writer had 
been a classmate before she transferred to JMU. 
By LISA JENNINGS 
Enten Eller says he is following God's calling 
and is willing to accept whatever his fate will be. 
Monday ended the 90-day probation period the 
20-year-old at Bridgewater College was given to 
register with the Selective Service System. Eller 
did not register. 
Now he faces a Dec. 8 hearing in Roanoke to 
determine if he will be sentenced to a maximum 
five-year jail term and a fine of up to $10,000. 
. .When Eller was convicted this summer — he 
was the first non-registrant to be convicted — he 
was sentenced to 250 hours of community service 
and three years of probation. He has started that 
service — working in a mediation center in Har- 
risonburg. 
Eller said that the outcome of the Dec. 8 hear- 
ing is "really up to the judge and the probation of- 
ficials. . . . 
"I'm not sure of God's reasons, (but) I feel I need 
to be unregistered. That's it." 
Eller said he was not trying to make a statement 
against the draft, but he was "simply trying to 
obey what I see as a call." 
He says his life means "that at least to one per- 
son, God is more important than the government, 
or that there's one person who is trying to take 
their faith seriously. . 
See ELLER, page 2 
Wanna play ball? — President Ronald Car- 
rier Jokes with photographer Yo Nagaya before Wednes- 
day's speech to the faculty. Story, page 3. 
— .' T- ■:.: 3~^ 
Picnic The production now In Latlmer-Shaeffer Theatre features an appealing cast In a 
classic love story. Review, page 
State official calls sale 
of party tickets illegal 
Selling tickets or accepting dona- 
tions to finance Greek organiza- 
tions' parties is illegal, according to 
an inspector for Virginia's Alcoholic 
Beverage Control board. 
The law now will be strictly en- 
forced here, Buddy Decker said 
Wednesday night. "Even if they're 
not making money, they're still in 
violation." 
For about the past four years, the 
ABC has not actively enforced the 
law at JMU, he said. In that time the 
Greeks and the ABC have been 
under an agreement to bypass strict 
enforcement. The ABC allowed 
Greeks here to give personal invita- 
tions to parties and sell tickets before 
the party, Decker said. 
Bat because of a raid on an off- 
campus Washington and Lee frater- 
nity party last month, which resulted 
in six arrests, the law will be enforc- 
ed, he said. 
The raid, which came as a result of 
community complaints^ set a prece- 
dent that the ABC believes it must 
enforce consistently, Decker said. 
Also, complaints to the ABC have 
increased since it began advertising a 
toll-free telephone number on state 
radio and, television stations last 
August, he said. 
With statewide attention being 
focused on tougher drunken driving 
laws, the public is more aware of 
ABC violations and is reporting 
them, he said. Strict enforcement is 
"something we feel is going to be 
dictated to us now." 
The ABC laws will affect more 
than Greek parties, although Greeks 
hold many of the large parties which 
sell tickets. "Anyone selling 
alcoholic beverages without a 
license, we will be checking," he 
said. 
Decker's office has received no 
complaints recently about violations 
at JMU, he said. If complaints are 
made, he will be instructed to in- 
vestigate. 
Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students, 
said Decker contacted him three 
weeks ago. At the time he was told 
stricter enforcement of ABC laws 
was a possibility. The reason was not 
specified, Daniel said. 
Daniel had speculated the change 
was due to complaints by local mer- 
chants that the parties were com- 
peting with them. Decker said this 
was not a factor. 
Daniel said a scheduled meeting 
Wednesday with Decker was cancel- 
ed because Decker was ill. The 
meeting will be rescheduled, he said. 
Decker said the only way Greek 
organizations can have weekly par- 
ties is to finance them from within 
the organization. 
The Breeze contacted the 
presidents of three Greek organiza- 
tions here. All said such a policy 
would make the number and size of 
parties they hold now economically 
unfeasible. 
Before the arrangement with ABC 
four years ago, Greek organizations 
See GREEKS, page 2 
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SGA wants to extend library operating hours 
The Student Government Associa- 
tion is trying to extend the operating 
hours of Madison Memorial 
Library. 
A proposal to prolong the 
library's hours was submitted by 
SGA Senator Mark Barbee on Oct. 5 
and was referred to the Senate's Cur- 
riculum and Instruction Committee. 
Jenny Bond, SGA president and 
Bob George, C I Committee chair- 
man, have been working on the pro- 
posal with Dr. Mary Haban, dean of 
the library. 
Haban said she is looking at how 
the library would be staffed during 
additional hours. But it is too early 
to tell when or if new hours would be 
instituted, she said. 
But Bond told the SGA Senate 
Tuesday,"there may be some results 
(in extending hours) by December." 
Haban said that the decision must 
first be approved by Dr. Thomas 
Stanton, vice president for academic 
affairs. 
The library staff and committee 
members* have been using the 
counter on the library's exit gates to 
count the number of students that 
use the library, George said. 
"We've been checking at 10:30 to 
11;00 (p.m.) to see how many people 
leave the library at those times," 
George said. 
Bond said, "I think the counts will 
show that students use the library in 
later hours." However, Bond 
doesn't expect the proposal to ac- 
tually come to a vote on the senate 
floor. 
The library hours currently are 
7:50 a.m. to 11 p.m. weekdays, 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays, and noon 
to 11 p.m. Sundays. 
Dr. Haban has looked at student 
flow counts for September and Oc- 
tober. "It appears to me that some 
additional hours would be useful," 
she said. The flow count shows 
Monday through Wednesday are the 
busiest days. Saturday is the 
library's least busy day, according to 
the counts. 
The busiest hours in the library are 
noon to 6 p.m. But 6-11 p.m. is near- 
ly as busy Monday-Thursday. 
— Tim Arnold 
Eller 
(Continued from page 1) 
"When I say I'm a Christian, that means I'm a 
Christian before I'm a citizen of the U.S." 
Eller, a soft-spoken physics major, said he does 
not plan to use a defense used successfully in a re- 
cent California case. 
There, David Wayte was acquitted of failing to 
register for the draft because a law must be 
published in the Federal Register for 30 days 
before it takes effect. The registration law was en- 
forced after 21 days. 
Eller said, "When you feel like you are called to 
break a law, you need to stand up and face the con- 
sequences. Trying to get out of it is not something I 
see as being really Christian." 
Asked about his possible jail sentence, Eller 
said, "I'd rather not (go), but, you know, it's not 
like I'm in a position to tell the U.S. government 
what to do." 
If he is not sentenced to jail Dec. 8, Eller plans 
to finish school and then attend Bethany Seminary' 
in Illinois. Bethany is a seminary of the Church of 
the Brethren, of which Eller is a member. The 
church has a strong pacifist tradition. 
When asked if he had committed a crime, Eller 
responded, "It depended on how you define crime. 
... If you define crime as doing something wrong, 
no. 
"To give an example . . . (Imagine) my wife was 
seriously ill, and I was driving her to the hospital at 
70 mph, and I was stopped by an officer. If I told 
him my wife was ill, he would probably get in front 
of me and go at 70 mph. 
"And let's say he wrote me a ticket out for going 
70 mph. I don't think there's a judge in any court 
in this land that would uphold the traffic violation 
because I was taking my wife to the hospital. . . . 
"You could say I was committing a crime, I was 
speeding. And yet, in a sense, it was a justifiable 
.cause. 
"To me, if God leads me to do something, that 
has to take precedence over the U.S. government. 
"I mean, even the U.S. government says it, 
although they don't believe it — 'one nation under 
God.' *in God we trust.' " 
"To me, if God leads me to do something, that 
has to take precedence over the U.S. govern- 
ment Even the U.S. government says it, 
although they don't believe it — 'one nation 
under God,1 In God we trust.' "      'jamniiMrifa 
Enten Eller _£/, - 
Eller does not see himself as the stereotypical 
draft dodger. "I don't like rebellion. I don't like 
negativeness. I try to make what I'm doing as 
positive as possible. . . . 
"That's what people like Ben Sasway (also con- 
victed for non-registration) have done, too. . . . 
They're saying simply that this is something that is 
wrong and we can't take part in it." 
Eller said of the 12 other men convicted for non- 
registration: "I can't say I always agree with their 
reasons, but . . . they're thoughtful and serious, 
and they're trying to do the right thing, too. . . . 
"I really respect that. I talked to Ben Sasway on 
the phone before either of us had gone to trial. I 
was really-impressed (with) what he was doing.. . . 
"Although our foundations were radically dif- 
ferent — mine is religious, he was kind of social- 
political — the houses we had built on top of that 
were remarkably similar." 
Originally, Eller had planned to register as a 
conscientious objector. But this classification no 
longer exists. 
Still, after "grappling with the idea" of register- 
ing as a conscientious objector, Eller said he 
believed God was leading him not to register. He 
wrote to his congressman and the Selective Service 
to explain that. 
Eller said, "If you feel like you can't register, 
the government does not provide you with any 
alternatives." 
He said it would not be a cowardly to avoid a 
draft by going to Canada, but would take a lot of 
courage. 
"Migration is something that has always been 
practiced by religious groups; that's how the 
United States got here, too. .   . 
"But a Christian isn't called to hide. 
"It's not an easy way, and though some people 
try to make you into a hero, you don't feel like 
one. 
Eller said he was not seeking publicity, and he 
had two reactions to it. "Personally, I don't really 
enjoy it, though it's funny to laugh about the 
photographers that take pictures of my back as I 
walk away from them. ... 
"And it sure doesn't help studies any. . . . 
On the other hand ... I think (the publicity has) 
really helped some people to look at (draft registra- 
tion) in a different light. 
"You either have a choice to follow what God's 
leading you to do, or not to follow. Every Chris- 
tian is faced with that decision every day, many 
times a day. . . . 
"The only reason most people don't know about 
it is because they don't take on the U.S. govern- 
ment when they do it. . . . 
"It doesn't take courage, or faith more than 
anybody else. All it says is that you're willing to 
follow God where He leads you. And let Him give 
you the strength and courage." 
Greeks 
(Continued from page 1) 
here were required to get a banquet 
license from the ABC before every 
party in which alcoholic beverages 
were sold. 
Decker said banquet licenses 
would probably not-be issued to any 
Greek organization here very often. 
"We're not going to let them do it 
on a weekly or even a monthly 
basis." 
Decker also said the ABC would 
not issue any kind of blanket license 
for the Greek organizations here. 
Decker said he hopes the Greek 
organizations will obey the law 
voluntarily. "Any place we know 
where the law is being violated we 
will have to investigate," he said. 
correction 
Pete Cetera, whose picture was on 
the front page of the Nov. 15 issue of 
The Breeze, was incorrectly iden- 
tified there. Cetera is a vocalist and 
bass player for the Chicago. 
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Merit pay recipients, criteria to be public 
By TAMMY SCARTON 
The. names of faculty members 
who receive merit pay for outstan- 
ding work will be made public. And 
department heads must establish 
written criteria for awarding merit 
pay, JMU President Ronald Carrier 
said Wednesday. 
Carrier said during a faculty 
meeting Wednesday afternoon, "We 
believe there should be criteria, but 
not university-wide criteria. I don't 
think the same criteria in the art 
department or music department 
would be appropriate in the 
economic department. 
"But we will ask each department 
and each department head to 
develop and to articulate those 
criteria that are appropriate for the 
discipline of that department and to 
share those criteria," Carrier said. 
Carrier said the names of merit 
pay recipients will be announced in 
their respective departments during 
salary adjustments in the spring. 
"I hope that that will provide the 
type of understanding and interper- 
sonal relationships that will allow us 
to appreciate the jobs of our depart- 
ment heads and the contributions of 
our colleagues." 
On a related topic, Carrier said he 
has requested that JMU receive 35 
new faculty members during the next 
two years despite Gov. Charles 
Robb's proposal to eliminate 1,500 
full-time state government positions. 
Robb proposed eliminating the 
positions to help 'balance the 
Virginia budget. 
Cutting the positions could save 
$22.5 million to $30 million annual- 
ly, according to state budget ad- 
visers. 
"I'm optimistic we can get them," 
Carrier said. "Robb is trying to cut 
out redundancy. We don't have any 
of that here." 
But Carrier said, "I don't get too 
Carrier said driving back from 
Richmond knowing revenue is lower 
than expected and that JMU might 
not receive money for buildings it 
wants . . . "certainly makes that 
trip a long trip home — especially 
when you leave at 6 o'clock and 
travel. The world gets dark around 
you." 
However, Carrier said he thinks 
the economic situation will improve 
next month. 
-   "We don't have any further infor- 
mation  about  further cutbacks. 
We're still operating under the five 
percent reversion which . . .  cost us 
about $1 million." 
If JMU raises more money than it 
expected, the extra money will be 
returned to programs that received 
cuts, Carrier said. 
much good news out of Richmond 
these days." 
He said he thinks Robb's pro- 
posals are the only possible alter- 
natives. 
Carrier said he had met with the 
Senate Appropriation Committee 
about JMU's proposed Fine Arts 
Building. 
"We made a very strong case and 
I think it was accepted as a need and 
we got some indication that it would 
be given ardent, hard and long con- 
sideration. Obviously the money has 
to be there." 
In addition Carrier said the 
possiblity of increasing salaries is be- 
ing studied. 
"I think there should be some 
$38,000 to $40,000 professors of 
history and English and other areas., 
Carrier said the 75th anniversary 
of JMU will be celebrated on March 
14,1983. 
Dr. Barbara Swyhart was named 
chairperson of the future committee. 
Her committee will work with cur- 
ricula, technology, constituency, 
faculty development and support 
services committees to help plan the 
future of JMU. 
The photograph above was taken Wednesday while construction continued on the Convocation Center. (Photo by Hank Ebert) 
10 days to go: Officials say facility will be ready 
By TAMMY SCARTON Ehlers said the floor was scheduled to arrive        "I am optimistic we are going to play there. B  
Despite the lack of a floor, bleachers and 
scoreboard, the Convocation Center still is 
scheduled to open for JMU's first home basketball 
game Nov. 28. 
"I firmly believe it will be done," Dick Besnier, 
Convocation Center director said. "It will be 
close, but it will be done." 
Athletic Director Dean Ehlers said, "We may 
still have people sweeping up the floor at 7 p.m. 
but we will play in it that Sunday." 
Besnier said the biggest obstacle is getting the 
materials here to finish the center. 
The bleachers have been arriving in trucks each 
day, he said. 
The scoreboard needs only to be hung and hook- 
ed up, he said. It should arrive about Nov. 22, he 
said. As soon as it arrives, the equipment to hang it 
can be removed and the floor can be laid, he said. 
Until the scoreboard arrives, the floor cannot be 
laid. 
Thursday. "It's coming in pieces. They're labeled 
and all they (workers) have to do is put them 
together." 
Besnier said the floor could be put together in 
one day. 
"Like anything else, the first time you do 
something it might take longer." 
Work crews have been doubled to finish the 
center on time, he said. 
"It's now at a point of not getting too many 
people in the building. You only need x number of 
people to be efficient," Besnier said. 
The sound system, television, telephone and 
water lines all have been installed, Besnier said. . 
Ehlers said the press room and a visiting team's 
and officials' locker rooms will not be complete 
for the first game. 
"We have other spaces for them," Ehlers said. 
Ehlers said there are no firm alternative plans to 
fall back on in case the center is not ready. 
  ut 
if something happens, like the trucks are in a 
wreck, what options do we have? You can either 
postpone it or move it. 
"But we have no control over things like that. I 
have confidence in the people that are delivering 
the parts," Ehlers said. 
Ehlers said he did not anticipate the center 
would be constructed this close to the season's 
start. 
, "I assumed we would have some leeway to have 
a run through (before the season begins)," he said. 
"I thought we'd have a dry run with something 
that wasn't too well attended to get all the kinks 
out." 
The basketball team will not be able to practice 
often on the new court before its season-opener 
against Virginia Military Institute. Ehlers said this 
could affect the team. 
See CENTER, page 6 
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A detection system stops an 
average of two-three people each day 
from leaving Madison Memorial 
Library with books they did not 
check out. 
"Most leave the library with 
books simply without thinking," 
said Dr. Mary Haban, dean of 
libraries and learning resources. 
The 3-M Electronic Detection 
System has been used, to prevent 
library book theft since the library 
addition opened in March, 1982. 
The exits of the library are manned 
by an electric monitor set up for two 
gates. 
If a book has not been checked 
out properly, an alarm sets off and 
the gates lock. 
The alarm is a series of quick 
beeps that sound for about two 
seconds. The alarm can be heard in 
the main lobby of the library. 
When the alarm sounds, a sign 
directs the person at the gate to the 
front desk, where books are to be 
checked out properly or returned. 
Books from the JMU bookstore, 
The alarm might have been set off 
by a treatment to the books or by the 
metal of the umbrella, she said. But 
there are times that "we couldn't 
figure out" what set off the alarm, 
she said. 
The cost for the purchase and in- 
stallation of the detection system 
was $18,000, Haban said. It was part 
of the construction of the library ad- 
dition. 
— Gwen Fariss 
Rooms won't get 
cable TV hookups 
After a Student Government 
Association study last spring reveal- 
ed the cost of installing cable in 
students' dorm rooms, it has been 
decided that cable will not be install- 
ed in dorm rooms in the near future. 
It is "a matter of cost," said Jim 
Krivoski, residence halls director. 
Krivoski said he could not say how 
much room installation would cost. 
But he said the figure would depend 
on installation expenses, work on 
buildings and labor. 
Lawrence Dove, utility engineer, 
said cable outlets were installed in 
the television lounges of all dor- 
mitories in 1976. Outlets were in- 
stalled in the rooms of head residents 
within the next year, he said. 
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Connecting cable in dormitory 
lounges was "much less expensive 
than connecting to individual 
rooms," he said. 
Krivoski said the cable was paid 
for from the housing fees of all resi- 
dent students. 
The Student Government Associa- 
tion conducted a study in April, 1981 
to find the cost of installing cables in 
dorm rooms. 
According to the study, if 2,100 
-rooms   were   accommodated, 
installation expenses (including 
materials and labor) would  total 
$136,000. The annual rental would 
total $178,500. 
Krivoski said students' primary 
purpose at JMU is "academic and 
social. Cable in individual rooms 
doesn't contribute to that." 
— Gwen Farris 
• 
Professor speaks 
on women's roles 
"The influence women's perspec- 
tive has had on history has been 
traditionally omitted," said Dr. 
Joan Scott, professor of history at 
Brown University. 
Scott spoke about "A New 
Perspective on Women's Ex- 
perience" Nov. 11 in Miller Hall 
Auditorium as part of the Visiting 
Scholars series. 
"The central problem in the 1980s 
for historians of women is to change 
historical intrepretations to include 
questions women have asked," 
Scott said. "Once you start asking 
the questions, the answers are there, 
even though they are not included iff 
traditional history." 
She said two separate fields of 
history have developed, traditional 
and women's. A transformation of 
history needs to take place to com- 
bine the two fields, she said; 
Women have yet to gain economic 
and political equality, but a new 
movement to include the private 
sphere is now also striving for 
equality, Scott said. 
The private sphere deals with 
questions^ involving sexual 
behaviors, reproduction, family life, 
social preferences and other 
domestic attitudes. Not until the late 
20th century did thoughts change, 
making history of the private sphere 
legitimate and open to study, she 
said. 




Everyone makes mistakes now and then. 
In a newspaper, it could be a misspelled 
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's 
fiction. Maybe a story bordered on bad taste, 
was overplayed, or was not covered at all. 
Sometimes the newspaper prints a 
correction. 
Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed. 
• If you see something in The Breeze that 
warrants correction, or if you have a 
question about coverage policy, call Chris 
Kouba, editor, at (433)-6127. 
Or write him at The Breeze, JMU, 
Harrisonburg VA 22807. 
The Breeze listens. 
Because nobody's perfect. 
■. i' 
V 
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Censorship: Teacher supports offensive books 
By GWEN FARISS 
"If a book doesn't offend anybody, it's not 
worth anything." 
That is what Kenneth Donelson, a professor of 
English at Arizona State University, said during a 
speech he gave about censorship in Miller Hall 
Auditorium Tuesday night. 
Donelson has taught 13 years in high schools 
and 18 years in colleges. 
His first encounter with a censorship attempt 
was during his first year of teaching, he said. One 
day the superintendent, whom he did not get along 
with, smiled while telling Donelson a mother was 
waiting to see him. She told him, "I represent a 
group of mothers. I have come here to help you." 
She had come to talk about a book that 
Donelson had recommended for class reading. She 
suggested that he "consider very seriously what he 
was using" and use only books that are "classic, 
non-violent, and clean," he said. 
In his speeches he often criticizes special interest 
groups that promote censorship of literature in 
schools. 
In his speech Tuesday night, Donelson listed five 
of his opinions on censorship: 
• Anything can be censored. "Some censors 
would find anything objectionable," he said. 
• Censoring spreads a ripple of fear. The closer 
it comes to a school or library, the greater the fear. 
• Censors usually come from outsidethe school. 
• People should be better prepared. They should 
have policies for handling censorship. 
• If one book goes, everything goes. If you give 
in to one pressure group, you must open the door 
to others. 
"Good libraries should have books that offend 
people," he said. "Books that don't offend 
anyone are lifeless, pointless." 
Commuters 
elect senator 
Sophomore Shari Solis was elected 
Student Government Association 
senator from Presidential Apart- 
ments Monday. 
Solis also becomes a member of 
the Commuter Student Committee. 
Sandra Adams, CSC election 
coordinator said a "very small 
percentage" of the Presidential 
Apartment residents voted. But a 
great majority of those who voted 
chose Solis over opponent Kevin 
Athinson, she said. 
Solis said, "I wanted to get more 
involved in the university." Solis is a 
political science major who. transfer- 
red from Old Dominion University 
last spring. 
"I joined other clubs, but none of 
them kept me busy," she said. 
• The CSC voted to allocate $73 
for two 3x4 bulletin boards for the 
Commuter Information Center. It 
also voted to reimburse Treasurer 
Mike Ells for $29.70 he spent on a 
coffee machine and coffee supplies 
for the Commuter Information 
Center. The CSC sells coffee and tea 
in the center for IS cents a cup. 
—    John Castaldi 
T 
Center 
(Continued from page 3) 
"If the floor is down this week, 
the team will be able to shoot on the 
new floor next week," Ehlers said. 
"The people over there said they 
(the basketball team) could come 
shoot some. They wouldn't interfere 
with the installation of the 
bleachers," Ehlers said. 
The new floor should not bother 
the team, he said. 
"They play at strange places every 
year and they seem to be doing pret- 
ty well. It all depends on their mental 
attitude," Ehlers said. 
• There are about 765 reserved 
parking spaces at the center, Ehlers 
said. "People who have contributed 
to the university or provide services 
are entitled to park there. If there are 
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ODU student 
charged here 
By SANDY STONE 
An Old Dominion University 
student was charged with public 
drunkenness here Friday about 
2:20 a.m., campus police said. 
Michael Doherty, 19, of 27 
NOrth Fenwick Road, Arlington, 
Va., was arrested in front of 
Wilson Hall. 
"He was encountered by the 
police officers at one point behind 
Wilson Hall and he stated he was 
going to White Hall, but when the 
officers drove away, he took off 
running in the opposite 




A male student was charged 
judicially with littering and failing 
to comply with an official request 
Thursday about, 11:20 a.m., 
police said ■ 
A judicial charge is made when 
university policy is broken. Police 
do not release names of students 
charged judicially. 
Police described the incident 
this way: 
.V 
The officers found him in front 
of Wilson Hall and arrested him. 
A cadet was ticketing cars 
behind Harrison Hall. A ticket 
had been placed on the student's 
car because the car did not have a 
parking sticker. 
The student asked the cadet to 
void the ticket, but the cadet said 
he could not do that. 
"Some words were exchanged 
over this matter, then the in- 
dividual picked up the ticket, and 
threw it on the ground," a police 
spokesman'said. 
When the cadet asked the in- 
dividual to pick up the ticket, he 
refused, got in his car and drove 
away. 
The cadet identified the vehicle. 
A police officer later saw the car 
and stopped it. 
The individual told the police 
officer he dropped the ticket, and 
did not throw it on the ground. 
• Campus police also reported: 
Thette 
• A stereo system and speakers 
worth about $325 were stolen from a 
car in Z-iot sometime between Nov. 8 
and Nov. 14, police said. Z-iot Is 
across Port Republic Road opposite 
VWPT-TV. 
- About $35 worth of damage was 
done to the car when when the rear 
window was broken, police said. 
• A shoulder bag was stolen from a 
car parked on the service drive next to 
Warren Campus Center Nov. 10 bet- 
ween 1:45 and 10 p.m., police said. 
The contents of the bag are worth 
about $85, police said. 
One of the windows of the car was 
forced open, police said. 
• A wallet with $18 In cash was 
stolen from a car parked on the ser- 
vice drive behind WCC on Nov. 9 bet- 
ween 6 and 8:30 p.m. 
One of the windows of the car was 
pried open, police said. 
• Items worth about $80 were 
stolen from a car parked In behind 
Burruss Hall Friday between 9:30 and 
10:20 p.m., police said. 
The owner left the car unlocked, 
police said. 
"All personal Items in the car were 
ransacked," police said. Police did 
not say what the Items were. 
Grand larceny 
Items worth $203 were stolen from 
the storage room in the South 
Ballroom of the WCC sometime bet- 
ween 6 p.m. Thursday and 8 a.m. Fri- 
day, police said. 
The items belonged to a crafts per- 
son who had some display items 
stored there, police said. Police would 
not describe the incident more. 
Theft of more than $200 constitutes 
grand larceny, according to Virginia 
aw. 
Objects thrown out window 
A female student was charged 
judicially with throwing two large 
pieces of plaster out of a window of 
Waytand Hall Nov. 10 about 10:20 
p.m., police said. 
A judicial charge is made when 
university policy is broken and is 
reviewed by university judicial of- 
ficials. Campus police do not release 
the names of- students charged 
judicially. 
The police spokesman said many 
factors are involved in a decision 
whether an offender should be charg- 
ed criminally or judicially. 
One reason this student was charg- 
ed judicially was there was no traffic 
passing Wayland at the time. This 
eliminated some of the danger of the 
act, the spokesman said. 
\ 
ROSES 
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cash $ Carre/ only 
2066"&.AfA/S/ DAILY 9-Si30 
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•>. Midway Marked 
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1                               Thursday - Sunday 
BEER                                   KEGS 
|Budweiser12pak           $4.59     Old Mill y4 keg              $15.95 I 
■ Bud light 12 pak             $4.79     Bud V* keg                   $20.95 I 
1 Busch 12 pak                 $3.99     Old Mill Vt keg             $25.95 
1(6 pak $2.09)                               Busch Vi keg               $28.95 1 
■ Michelob (reg / light)     $2.69     Stroh's V» keg               $27.95 
1 Moosehead                   $3.29     Michelob Vt keg           $36.95 
■ M o l s o n ' s                           Please     order     kegs 
1 (ale, beer, golden)         $3.09    1      day      In      advance 
■ Lite 12 pak                    $4.79 
■Old       Mill       12       pk.                   OTHER 
|(reg./ light)                    $3.99    Coke, Sprite 2 liter         $1.29 
■Stroh's           12           pk.    Chips 11b.                     $1.89 
|(reg. / light)                     $4.39     Pretzels 12oz.                      99 
|plel'8                            $1.59    Corn Chips 1 lb.             $1.29 
■Tuborgbeer                   $1.99    Cheesecurls%               $1.39 I 
■Schmidts                     $1.69    Oatmeal cookies 
• LrriiDii.D.ro,      «»«         Raisin cakes box of 10   .89 
RETURNABLES (CS. 24)     cigarettes             reg. $5.89 
*   ~* ■ National Boh                 $5.99    100's                             $6.09 
- ■Stroh's 16oz.                 $8.99    Ice Small                           .69 
Busch                           $8.09       Large                             .99 
FILM                                         II 
*k film        size             reg         sale           save FUJI       C110-24             $3.49             $2.49             $1.00| 
FUJI        C135-24        $3.29                $2.59                $.7ol 
■ FUJI        C126-24        $3.29                $2.59                $.70l 
[|24 hour film processing-Save 10 per cent thru Mon, Nov. 
■ 2 2,198 2 
Open Nightly Till 12 Midnight 
EARN OVER $900 A MONTH 
DURING COLLEGE 
AND OPEN THE DOOR TO A TOP 
ENGINEERING 
CAREER AFTER GRADUATION 
Math, science, engineering and tech students 
who have had at least 1 year of calculus and 1 
year of calculus-based physics can earn over 
$900 a month during their junior and senior 
years in college. To be eligible, students must 
qualify and be accepted to the Navy's Nuclear 
Engineering program. Those accepted into 
this program will receive 1 year of graduate 
level education in nuclear engineering after 
commissioning and earn better than com- 
petitive salary and benefits. Let your career 
pay off while still in college. Send your resume 
to Management Opportunities, Navy 
Recruiting District, 8545 Mayland Drive, Rich- 
mond, Virginia 23229, or call 1-800-552-9947 or 
(804) 270-3101 collect. 








Sheraton often luxury rooms, HUM, rod tn indoor pool. You'll find simple 
to elegant dining in our Olympic Room ^ ^   /->em A 
rod nightly entertainment in our pop- f£ZS\ miflflO w\M~\ 
ular Winners' Lounge. Aak about our VJ^J ^~** J*-/* CMJL/11 




' limit ■ One per Family (double occu- 
pancy only). Not valid with any other 
form of discount. Coupon expires 
April 30,1983. Good weekends only 
(Fri - Sat - Sun) 
and based upon availability. 
\ Murt be presented upon check In 
Sheraton 
Harrisonburg Inn 
Rt 33*1-81 Phone: 1703) 433-2321 
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Maxims provides mellow entertainment 
By CHARLES TAYLOR 
Twice a month the lights are dim- 
med as a slight haze of smoke Fills 
the air of the Warren Campus 
Center ballroom. The sounds filter- 
ing into Duke's Grill are usually 
mellow and comforting, just laid- 
back enough to ease student's minds 
from the tension of studying. A low 
murmur extends through the room 
as students sip cool beer and savor 
the first act. The magic of Maxims 
has begun. 
The event, sponsored by the 
University Program Board, 
highlights JMU student talent in an 
atmosphere where both performers 
and audience members are relaxed 
and unpressured. Programs are stag- 
ed with five acts, usually on Fridays. 
Beginning at 8:30 p.m., they last un- 
til 10:30 or 11. Admission is free and 
beer is sold in cups or pitchers. 
"I think it's a great source of 
entertainment for students," said 
Jon Romeo, assistant coffeehouse 
chairman for the University Pro- 
gram Board. He adds, "the people 
who come really enjoy listening to 
good entertainment, and it's a good 
place to bring a date or a couple of 
friends. It's also not too loud, so you 
can talk." 
Romeo says the outlet also gives 
students an opportunity to perform 
in public. "It's a good experience for 
anyone interested in entertainment." 
Romeo, a sophomore music major 
from Richmond, has performed 
there twice himself and now, as head 
of Maxims, runs the sound board 
and recruits talent. 
He estimates that each show draws 
about 100 people, many of whom 
come to cheer for each other as well 
as to be entertained. 
UPB Director Jerry Weaver 
claims that, "Maxims gives the 
friends   of  student   performers  a 
Maxims givtt students ths opportunity to display their talents. (Photo fry Gary Smith) 
chance to support and encourage 
their peers in developing and perfor- 
ming their talents and skills. 
"Peers are proud of the ac- 
complishments of people they're ac- 
quainted with. It also gives students 
a chance to compare things they've 
composed with other performers to 
see if they're good enough," he said. 
Still, Romeo said he's never had 
an act do really poorly during a per- 
formance. 
With a school of more than 9,000 
students, talent is diverse at JMU. 
Acts have ranged from belly dancing 
to comedy routines, singing to guitar 
playing. A student magician is plan- 
ned to perform in December. "We 
have quite a few regular acts too," 
Romeo said, estimating that some 
performers appear every six weeks. 
Senior Rick Endert, who has per- 
formed with Maxims since his 
freshman year, claims the ex- 
perience, "affords me the oppor- 
tunity to get out in front of a lot of 
people without having to be super 
professional. If I make a mistake, I. 
can laugh it off and the audience will 
too." 
The singer and acoustic guitar 
player from Woodbridge adds that 
he's not using Maxims as a stepp- 
ingstone to fame. "I used to see it as 
that, but now I just'like making 
them laugh. I'm kind of a ham." 
Endert performs original composi- 
tions in addition to well-known 
favorites and always tries to flavor 
his acts with humor. 
Beth Cocke, a junior transfer 
from Lynchburg College, said that 
for her, Maxims makes her fed more 
See MAXIMS, page 12 
Hormones? Who do you think you're kidding? 
By JILL HOWARD 
Some things are just too idiotic to let go by 
without comment. Such is the case with a cer- 
tain Edgar Berman, a 67-year-old doctor who 
started a controversy in 1970 when he said 
that women's leadership ability is limited by 
hormonal upsets caused by. their monthly 
periods. x 
on the rack 
Edgar, do you realize how dumb that 
sounds? 
Premenstrual syndrome, or PMS, is a con- 
dition that some but not all women ex- 
perience. The name conjures up all kinds of 
wonderful visions of "hot flashes" and crav- 
ings for sauerkraut sundaes, but it's rarely 
that exciting. Slight irritability or fatigue is 
about as dramatic as it usually gets. 
Edgar, women have had to cope with 
premenstrual tension, menstrual pain, morn- 
ing sickness, pregnancy, labor pains and 
stretch marks for several thousands of years. 
And despite the "raging hormonal imbalance 
of the "periodic lunar cycle" you seem 
fascinated with, most women faced with mon- 
thly discomfort simply pop a few dozen Midol 
tablets and forget about it. 
Edgar Berman was the late Sen. Hubert 
Humphrey's personal physician. I can't help 
but wonder that if this quack had been kicked 
out of the medical profession and into the 
science fiction world where he belongs, Hum- 
phrey would probably still be well enough to 
run for president in '84. 
But good 'ole Edgar doesn't stop with PMS 
theories. He goes on to say that the feminist 
movement is little more than one big hot flash 
shared by a few million women (presumably 
with the same monthly cycle) which will be 
over soon. Dream on, Edgar. 
"If the feminist movement is flopping as 
badly as we think it is," he says, "it's due to 
natural causes: They just can't shake their 
female ancestry and instincts." 
What "female ancestry and instincts'*? Is 
this poor man trying to say that women are, in 
essence, born to lose? That we can work our 
tails off in the office, go home and fix dinner 
for our husbands and 2.4 children, keep the 
dust from covering up the pattern in the living 
room carpet and still be expected to laugh off 
the defeat of the Equal Rights Amendment? 
Ancestry and instinct have nothing to do 
with women's roles. Women have never put in 
an eight-hour,   .  nine-to-five       day. 
See RACK, page 12 
on the rack is an occasional column that 
takes a cynical look at whatever deserves It. 
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Picnic 
/ 
A fine performance 
by an excellent cast 
in Inge's tale of love 
Reviewed by 
PAT BUTTERS 
The original reason I wanted to 
see William Inge's Picnfcv/as not the 
play itself. It's a fairly conventional 
plot about an outsider who shows up 
in a small rural town and falls in love 
with a girl who craves excitement. 
Oddly enough, what brought me 
was the invitmg poster designed by 
Ann Czapiewski. It captured what I 
think the characters were looking 
for. 
Passion in their lives. 
stage 
Former student Andy Leech 
skillfully brought this about through 
characterization. He explained in the 
program that Inge began the play as 
a series of female character sketches. 
"(He) then introduced the-character 
of Hal Carter to disturb the hum- 
drum existences of his sketch's 
characters." Hal's appearance in the 
town has a changing effect on more 
than just Madge, the young woman. 
For Rosemary, the proper school 
teacher, Hal's youth forced her to 
realize her own youth was running 
away from her, Robyn Blair took 
this typical role and brilliantly 
presented a complex personality. 
Little detailed reactions and gestures 
amused the audience, while her 
underplayed drunk created tension. 
Karin McKie and Carolyn Buonin- 
contri   played   two   teaching   col- 
leagues, both enjoyably funny 
characters. They were perfect com- 
plements, especially when their 
cackling was heard off stage. 
Barb Schufelt played Millie, 
Madge's little sister. Schufelt 
transformed her tomboy character 
into someone more mature. 
However, it was unclear as to her ex- 
act age. 
Lisa Foltz's Flo was the most con- 
vincing mother I've seen since mine 
last told me to clean my room. Her 
maternal manner, hairdo and rela- 
tionship with Madge and Millie were 
credible. 
Flo's next door neighbor was the 
understanding Mrs. Potts, complete 
with a green print apron. Trish Rear- 
don had the presence for this kind of 
role, even though her delivery at 
times was a little awkward. She gave 
an emotional speech towards the end 
that was by far the best. 
Susan Buonincontri was Madge, 
the young woman frustrated by her 
beauty. Her performance was con- 
trolled, and her eyes conveyed warm 
sensitivity. 
What enhanced her performance 
was her rapport with Hal, played by 
Bob D. White. Their characters and 
their own physical attractiveness 
demanded an eventual union. When 
they held each other for the first 
time, a nervous excitement seemed 
to fill the room. 
However, their scene together 
after the picnic was not quite up to 
par, and it lacked the excitement of 
before. 
Robyn Blair and Nick Wuehrmann were a hit with the audience In 
their rolee of Rosemary end Howard. (Photo by Yo Nagaya) 
Also, both characters were crying 
to be heard. She because of her 
looks, he because of his poor 
background. 
White's Hal was a cocky but 
likeable guy. Sometimes his acting 
and facial expressions were a little 
overdone,  but White's stage per- 
2Sh^!S?i!^ "" <?£ °- WWtt) and M-dfl# (Su,an Bu°"""onW) *s they ere brought together in an emotional scene. (Photo by Yo Nagaya) * 
sonality was really quite fascinating. 
His line "The man always leads . . . 
in everything" to his dance partner 
brought a fair amount of groans 
from the audience. 
Hal's old school chum and 
Madge's boyfriend, Alan, was por- 
trayed by Charles Tucker. Not one 
hair was out of place on this clean- 
cut guy, and he always wore the 
preppiest of clothes. His "guy next 
door" was a dead ringer for the roles 
Ronald Reagan played in the '40s. 
Tucker brought out the character's 
narrowness, but he needs to work on 
establishing an individual acting 
style. 
Nick Wuehrmann's Howard, 
Rosemary's suitor, was the most 
delightful character. His friendly 
smile and twangy voice added to his 
character's raciness. He and Blair 
were a hit with the audience. 
I had the same problem with 
Michael Mannarino's Bomber as I 
d>f with Millie. His age was difficult 
to tell. He was an effective pain in 
the ass, though. 
At times, overall delivery could 
have been a little more natural, in- 
stead of sounding like a play. The 
set, as always, was superb. 
Picnic, wrote Joshua Logan, has 
"an ironic quality when applied to 
the story . . . which in its present 
form was no picnic." 
In Latimer-Shaeffer this week, as 
far as performance goes, it is a very 
enjoyable picnic. 
The Boat: simple, but classy 




There's one scene in the German made film 
"The .Boat" that 1 could really relate to. After 
slaving over a malfunctioned engine while maroon- 
ed on the ocean floor in the middle of the Straits of 
Gibralter, a submarine's crew is ready to give up as 
the oxygen runs out. Tension mounts as they wait 
for an exploratory crew to descend to the bowels of 
the U-Boat and resurrect this piece of junk. When 
the U-Boat's motor begins to churn, it gasps, 
wheezes, sputters, coughs and groans. 
It sounds just'like my Vega. 
screen 
On top of that, the boat's exterior is a little dab 
of paint surrounded by an obscene amount of rust. 
The rust practically holds the thing together. 
It even looks like my Vega. 
But even if one is not fortunate enough to own a 
sporty Vega, The Boat can be related to. Although 
the plot is quick and well-paced, its outstanding 
points are the people and the setting. 
The Boat, released earlier under the German tide 
Das Buot, was directed by Wolfgang Petersen, a 
master of Expressionism. Film scholars use the 
term to mean the power of atmosphere. 
Most of the action takes place aboard a sub- 
marine, and Petersen uses every element im- 
aginable to convince the audience that they're on a 
sub. The lighting is shadowy and uneven. The 
background music is appropriately restrained, 
especially when tense moments are enhanced by 
silence. 
The silence then is contrasted by small but im- 
portant sounds, like the creaking noises the sub 
makes as it submerges deeper and deeper, resisting 
water pressure. When the oxygen is running low, 
heavy breathing intermixes with conversation for 
more tension. 
The dark, closed-in camera shots contrast well 
with the open space of the sea. The camera's ex- 
ceptionally tight angles not only produce a 
claustrophobic feeling, but also zero in on 
character emotions. 
Petersen succeeds in telling each man's life in 
small subtle ways. The Chief Engineer constantly 
fidgets with his wedding ring, longing for his ill 
wife and their snow-covered home through snap- 
shots he keeps. The young, sailor writes a stack of 
letters he hopes one day to give to his pregnant 
girlfriend,. The Captain must deal with the 
engineer's irrational claustrophobia and his own 
reaction. 
But they are also presented as a fraternal team. 
The two sailors on watch atop the deck enjoy each 
other's company, hooting and hollering at the 
rough waters. The lack of space means many must 
sleep on the floor like rats. 
Petersen takes rein of the audience's emotions 
with such scenes as that. He also speeds up and 
slows down the pace effectively. 
• It's hard to believe this is a foreign film because 
the dubbing is so tight. The background music was 
fine, and it is obvious that some attempt was made 
not to make it sound Kke background for an old 
John Wayne movie. 
The film begins with a staggering statisic. Of the 
40,000 German sailors who served On U-Boats in 
World War II, 30,000 never returned. 
But this film makes no propaganda statements 
for the German wartime cause. 
It only tells a simple story of the brotherhood of 
man. And rather eloquently, I might add. 
Tfi« Boat will to playing at tho Roth 1-2-3 through Thurs- 
day. 
performs tonight 
By DIANE FIRESHEETS 
The Contemporary Ensemble of the JMU 
Dance, Theater will present its fall cooce 
Works-in-Progress, on Nov. 18 and 19. 




m. and 8 p.m. on Nov. 18 and 
BV. 19. 
free.     ■'*■-;; H 
n-Progre. rt give 
lew of the dances that v 
final    form* in    the 
5 dan npleted, " 
reograp 
iate student Pat Mosei 
horcographed by 1981 in gradu 
Kathryn   Martin   and   "Escape.' 
graphed in 1954 by the majo 
nee choreographer Anna Sokolo and per- 
Dr. BUIie Lepczyk of the J 
faculty. 
, Eight  student choreographers have c 
bu ted works to the concert as well as the 
lectors of the ensemble, Kate Trammel I 
Jk.. 
With  so  many choreographers  and 
practice space has been limited 
'But everyone hasv been really motivated," 
rammell said.  "Some dancers have been 
practicing at seven in the morning." 
Trammeil, who joined the JMU dance 
faculty in 19111 will be performing in her owa 
choreography, "Two Solos" along with stu- 
dent dancer Cheryl Gaskill. She has also 
choreographed a group piece, "Bounce," 




DOD DISTRIBUTING   VERONA, VA. 
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Rack 
(Continued from page 9) 
Being a wife and mother, the traditional woman's 
career, demands about twice that much time. Add 
to that today's economic necessity of two incomes 
per household and you end up with women who 
have more to do but not enough time to do it. 
And far be it from feminists to try and balance 
the scales and give women more recognition and 
equality. According to Berman, they're just elitist 
frauds having a temper tantrum. But fear not, 
readers. Berman says that "just as the rowdy kid- 
dies of the '60s went back to home economics and 
dental school at the birth of the '70s, so shall this 
feminist uprising recede into history in the '80s." 
I assume Edgar means that the female half of the 
"kiddies" went back to home economics and the 
male half went back to dental school. But Edgar, 
dear, could it be that thanks to the. feminist move- 
ment, members of both sexes can now choose 
whether they want to be dentists or decorators 
without feeling like freaks? 
Berman claims he's not anti-women: "My feel- 
ings are 'God bless them and let them do what they 
want to do*." Right, Edgar — just pat us on the 
head and let us go out and play. I think this man 
has some definite paternal hangups that he and a 
qualified psychiatrist should look into, and soon. 
Also, he says, "Scratch the average female and 
you'll find a purring bundle ... at the ready to 
love and honor, bake a torte and still produce 
quintuplets." Now Edgar, I am not the most mili- 
tant of feminists, and 1 don't think I would ever 
burn my bra, especially since doing so would create 
little more commotion than the candles on a 
10-year-old's birthday cake. However, one needn't 
be Gloria Steinem to see that that has got to be one 
of the most blatant, chauvinistic and just plain 
stupid remarks ever made. 
But Berman thinks women are good for at least 
one thing: "Women are the humanizers of the 
male animal... I just don't think you can make a 
Doberman pinscher out of a French poodle, or a 
Nelson Bunker Hunt out of a Bo Derek." - 
I've got a better observation, Edgar — you can't 
make an Alan Alda out of a Bozo the Clown: and 
you're living proof. 
I think Edgar Berman is just going through male 
menopause. Take some Midol, Edgar. "Male 
Chauvinist Pig Syndrome" can't last forever. 
Maxims 
(Continued from page 9) 
like a part of the school  — it 
epitomizes a college atmosphere. 
"I like meeting new people too," 
Cocke said. "During the week, I've 
had people come up and tell me how 
much they enjoyed it." The Alexan- 
dria native adds, "Most of all, I like 
entertaining for people who can real- 
ly appreciate the music." 
Cocke performed on guitar and 
sang with Paul Setaro at Maxims in 
September. She hopes to continue 
displaying her skills after gradua- 
tion. 
Reflecting the laid-back at- 
mosphere of Maxims, Romeo says 
there are no auditions. "I usually 
talk to (interested) people and find 
out what they're going to play, just 
so nobody will be playing the same 
music. If someone tells me they're 
competent, I take it they are." 
He said the UPB receives about 15 
calls a month from interested per- 
formers, while many will approach 
him after shows at Maxims as well. 
And like most activities on this 
campus, the program has grown 
substantially in the last few yrars. It 
was first held in Chandler Hall, 
where Romeo said students could br- 
ing beer instead of having to buy it. 
The room there used to pack in 50 
people, until finally the program 
outgrew its confines. 
"I think .a really big part of (the 
growth) has been having it in the 
ballroom," Romeo said. "It's more 
convenient. People come up to 
Duke's Grill and hear us and then 
come on in. Plus, the sound is better 
up there." 
Weaver stresses that Maxims' 
popularity has "given students a 
chance to try new material, an outlet 
they didn't use to have." 
Sometime next semester, Weaver 
said, a "Best of Maxims" program 
is being planned in which students 
can vote for their favorite acts dur- 
ing the evening. Cash prizes will be 
awarded.' 
"The longer you run something 
like this, the more credible you 
become and the better talent you 
get," Weaver said. Judging by the 
smiles and airy laughter from au- 
dience members following an even- 
ing at Maxim's, Weaver is exactly 
right. 
Over 2,000 .99<p T-Shirts Must Go! 
1 Day Only • Cash Only • No Checks 
SPORTING GOODS ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR 
LIQUIDATION 
BUY-OUTS • CLOSE-OUTS 
BANKRUPT STOCK 
m&* 
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE NAME BRANDS OF MERCHANDISE THAT MUST BE SOLD DURING THIS FINAL SALE! 
odidas <& UJifcon      D0NT rggl™    (G^vTnsl) EEW71 
BOAST pumn **"* VOt9tt**ipv" 
SPALDING • PUMA 




Reg. $5.00-$6.00 Value 
LIMIT 4 PER CUSTOMER 
TUBE SOCKS 
Values From $1.0042.00 
NOW   m 
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AND UP! 
Z0D SPORT SOCKS 
Now $1.49 pr. 
0 
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR 
Ov.r 1.0Q0 Pairs of Athtotlc FootwMr Must Go! 
TENNI8 • RACQUETBALL '• BA8KETBALL • JOQG 
ING • SOFTBALL • SOCCER • ETC. 
VALUES FROM'    12 Brand Name Manufacturers! 





Styles • Name Brands 
Colleges • Etc. 
Values to $14.00 
NOW $4.99 ANDVPI 
Famous Name Brand 
WARM-UPS 
VALUES FROM $26.00 TO $105.00 
NOW ONLY   $14.99   AND UP!  )? 










With Zippered Front 
And Hood 
Reg. $30.00 
Now Only $16.99 
RUNNING 
WEAR 
Shorts • Singles • Tops 
Value to $16.00 
Now Only $5.99 
And Up  
>-^ Name Brand 
f  j TENNIS AND 
N/RACQUETBALL 
• RACQUETS 
I   WILSON • SPALDING 
I DONNAY 
SAVE • $AVE 
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Dukes' playoff chances called 'very slim' 
By DANNY FINNEGAN 
The NCAA's director of men's championship, 
Jerry Miles, has bad news for the JMU football 
team. 
When asked if JMU had a realistic chance of 
making the 12-team playoffs, Miles responded, "I 
don't believe so at this time. If there is any chance 
it would be very slim." 
"I don't think JMU is one of the teams the com- 
mittee is a seriously considering." 
Miles said the main reason the Dukes are not 
under serious consideration for the 12-team 
playoff field that will be finalized Monday is 
strength of schedule." 
But JMU still is hoping that slim chance conies 
through. The Dukes have prevailed plenty of times 
this season when they weren't supposed to. 
And a win against Towson State this Saturday in 
their final regular season game would give the 
Dukes their best record since 1978, when they were 
an 8-2 Division II team. 
"We're very proud of this season," Challace 
McMillin says. 
There is plenty to be proud of. At the top of the 
list has to be Gary Clark, who has been a threat to 
score any time he has had the ball this year. 
Clark's 39 catches and 834 yards this year are 
both JMU single-season records. 
Once Clark catches the ball he is even more 
dangerous. He is averaging 21.4 yards per recep- 
tion and has five touchdown catches. 
He has caught- four passes this year longer than 
SO yards and seven others over 20. Only four of his 
catches have not gone for either a first down or a 
touchdown. 
As a punt returner, he is ranked among the na- 
tion's leaders with an average return of 15.3 yards. 
He returned one punt this year 79 yards for a 
touchdown, the longest return in JMU history. 
He also has returns of 16 (twice), 18,23,39, and 
51 (twice) and holds the career and season JMU 
records for punt return yardage. 
The JMU defense has also come on strong as the 
season has progressed. Two players new to this 
year's defense, freshman end Charles Haley and 
linebacker Ron Ziolkowski, a fullback last year, 
have been instrumental in the improvement. 
Ziolkowski, who was on the second unit at the 
season's start, now leads JMU with 79 tackles. He 
is first on the team in assists (38), second in first 
hits (21) and third in solo tackles with 20. 
Haley has stepped right into a starting role and 
become the big play man of the defense. He is se- 
cond in total an unassisted tackles with 78 and 30, 
respectively, and leads the team in fumbles caused 
(3) and tackles for losses (6). 
Haley has also been a big part of the Dukes' im- 
proved pass rush. He has blocked six passes and 
has four sacks. - 
Senior defensive tackle Jon Craver leads JMU 
with five sacks and 29 first hits, and is fourth with 
64 tackles. 
Cornerback Bruce Morton, also a senior, leads 
in solo tackles (35) and has 65 total tackles. He and 
Mike Thurman lead the Dukes with two intercep- 
tions. 
The JMU defense will face yet another passer 
this weekend in Towson's Joe Anderson, who has 
established school records with 1,991 yards and 19 
touchdowns. 
Towson is 7-3 this year and defeated C.W. Post, 
their only common opponent with JMU, 28-13. 
Freshman running back Warren Marshall 
leads JMU in rushing with 828 yards. 
(Photo by Yo Nagaya) 
Wrestling team to face 
nation's finest at Navy 
By DAN WALLACE 
In three years at JMU Dan Cor bin 
has compiled an impressive list of ac- 
complishments. 
An 83-18 record in three years as 
the Dukes' 177-pounder, and three 
state titles in those three years. 
For the last two years he has plac- 
ed in the top two at the Eastern 
Regionals, and last year won the 
regional championship at 190 
pounds and advanced to the national 
championships. 
His record last year was 31-4 with 
five pins. This year he won the 
championship in the only tourna- 
ment he entered, the Great Lakes 
open last weekend. 
No one is more suprised by his 
success than Corbin. "When I came 
here as a freshman I didn't expect to 
do too well. The coaches thought I 
would, though, so I went along with 
them." 
But winning is nothing new to 
Corbin. He has been winning wrestl- 
ing matches ever since he joined the 
pee wee wrestling league as a fourth 
See CORBIN. page 14 
Corbin hoping for 2nd 
chance at national title 
Senior wrestler Dan Corbin has won three state titles and an Eastern 
Regional title. This year he Is hoping for a shot at the notional title. 
(File photo) 
ByTIMDANCY 
JMU wrestlers will compete in 
their third tournament in as many 
weekends this Saturday and Sunday 
in the Turkey-Bowl in Annapolis, 
Maryland. 
The tournament, held at the U.S. 
Naval Academy, will feature some 
of the nation's best wrestlers and 
wrestling teams, including Navy and 
North Carolina State. 
The Dukes are coming off a very 
impressive showing in the Great 
Lakes' Tournament, where Jack Fit- 
zgerald, Dave Stanton, and Dan 
Corbin won championships. 
Unlike the bracketing in other 
tournaments, the Turkey Bowl 
features eight teams, but 16 man 
brackets are used. Each team wifl 
See WRESTLING, page 14 
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Basketball team signs first recruit 
The JMU men's basketball team 
has signed its first recruit of the year. 
Kevin Sutton, a 6-foot point guard 
out of Flint Hill Prep in Oakton, 
Va., has signed a JMU scholarship. 
Sutton, who averaged 9.3 points 
and 9.8 assists a game as a junior, is 
a pre-season honorable mention high 
school All-America selection by 
Street and Smith's Basketball 
Magazine. Flint Hill is also listed as 
one of the top 30 teams in the nation 
by Street and Smith. 
"Kevin is a true point guard," 
said JMU coach Lou Campanelli. 
Corbin 
(Continued from page 13) 
grader in his hometown of Erie, Pa. 
"My friends and I just went out 
on the mats and started fooling 
around. I liked it right from the 
start." 
Corbin has come a long way since 
those days. 
"Dan is a senior now and will 
graduate from JMU with the most 
wins of any wrestler we've ever 
had," head coach Dick Besnier said. 
"Certainly we look to him for 
leadership this year." 
Corbin lists a number of reasons 
for his success at JMU. First comes 
"He's an excellent ballhandler, is ex- 
tremely quick, is a great leader and 
has the ability to run a basketball 
team. 
Notes — The women's team begins 
its season this weekend at the Lock 
Haven Invitational and the men's 
team has an exibition game against 
the French National Team 7:30 p.m. 
Monday in Godwin Hall. 
The French team, which has a 
7-footer and another player 
6-foot-10, defeated Rutgers Univer- 
sity 76-72 Tuesday. 
"They're the best foreign team 
we've had in here since the 
Czechoslovakian team played here 
six years ago," Campanelli said. 
"They are a team that is very 
capable of beating us if we don't 
play well." 
Students will be admitted with 
their ID and tickets for the public are 
available. 
Under the direction of new coach 
Shelia Moorman, the women's team 
open their season against Niagara 
University Saturday at 9 p.m. 
Ithaca College plays Lock Haven 
at 7 p.m. in the other first round 
game. 
his family. His parents, Earl and 
Margaret, and his younger sister 
Jenny travel to 60 percent of JMU's 
matches. 
"Their support has been a tremen- 
dous asset," Corbin says. "I like to 
wrestle in front of crowds, and my 
family and friends try to be there to 
watch." 
Other reasons for Corbin's success 
are obvious: his strength and his ex- 
perience and knowledge on the mat. 
But there are two other things that 
are just'as important — his mental 
toughness and his desire. , 
"Dan possesses great mental 
capacity — he can block things out 
and concentrate," Besnier said. "He 
knows what he has to do and he goes 
out on the mat and does it." 
Desire is a quality any wrestler 
needs. It is not easy to be a wrestler 
— the demands are great and the 
rewards are few. 
Now the rewards are starting to 
roll in. But Corbin has always had 
the desire — this is his fourth year 
wrestling at 177 pounds. 
"Watching your weight is tough, 
put you have to de it. During the 
season I stop drinking beer and 
eating snacks." 
But Corbin knows it will take such 
willpower to attain the goals he has 
set for himself this year. He hopes to 
win an unprecedented fourth state ti- 
tle. And he hopes to win the 
regionals again and advance to the 
nationals. 
"If I get to the nationals I may be 
able to win. Getting there is half the 
battle." 
And it is a battle Corbin has 
already proven he can win. 
Almost! 
It almost happened. 
The CBS crew, complete 
with Billy Packer, Brent 
Musberger and Jimmy the 
Greek, just about packed up 
its equipment and came to 
Harrisonburg. 
But just as it has managed 
to do all fall, the NFL strike 
once again screwed things 
up. 
JMU had made prepara- 
tions to move its game with 
the University of Virginia 
from Wednesday, Dec. 1 to 
Sunday, Dec. 5 so CBS 
could put it on national 
television in place of the 
striking NFL. 
It was going to be Ralph 
and Co. against the mighty 
Dukes in the new convoca- 
tion center. The whole coun- 
try (hi mom — send money) 
was going to watch. But 
noooooo. 
Since the NFL players 
have so graciously decided to. 
return to the gridiron (as if 
anyone cares), the game will 
remain on Dec. 1. 
The game will be televisied 
by WHSV in Harrisonburg 
and transmitted to Rich- 
mond. That's nice, but . . . 
Wrestling 
(Continued from page 13) 
have to enter two wrestlers per 
weight class. If they cannot, their va- 
cant spots are forfeited to another 
team. Naturally, the home team, 
Navy, will have the advantage since 
all of its wrestlers are available to fill 
any forfeited spots. 
The travelling teams are limited to 
the number of members they can 
take and are thereby at a disadvan- 
tage in the team standings. 
JMU finished second in last year's 
Turkey Bowl. "We surprised a lot of 
people. We beat two or three of 
North Carolina State's really good 
kids." said coach Dick Besnier." 
Returning outstanding performers 
are Corbin, who placed third, and 
Bob Carmichael, who took the 
trophy for most pins in the least 
amount of time in the tournament. 
"If we wrestle like we're capable, 
we can beat some people," Besnier 
said. "We just want to do as well as 
we can. We want to see how com- 
petitive we really are." 
If the Dukes hope to win this 
weekend, they will have to get better 
performances from wrestlers other 
than Corbin, Stanton, and Fit- 
zgerald. Carmichael, a healthy John 
Arced, and freshmen Tony Gentile 
and Art Bair will have to win medals 
if the Dukes are to repeat their 
strong showing of last year. 
JIFFY 66 AND MARKET 
Congratulations to JMU football team on the win over 
Shippensburg! Tear up Towson State! 
Busch 6 pk. cans $1.99 
Michelob bottles $2.75 
Moosehead $3.09 
Molson 6 pack $3.09 
Old Mill 12 pk. $3.99 
Kegs-Busch 1 / 2 keg $27.95 
Old Mill 1/2keg $25.95 
Old Mill 1/4 keg $15.95 
Bud 1/2 keg $33.95 
Bud 1/4 keg $20.95 
Old Mill Long Necks 
$6.99 plus deposit 
Stroh's "Boomer" Long 
Necks      $7.99 plus deposit 
JMU CHECKS ACCEPTED 
The Phillips 66 East Of JMU On Port Road 
Milk gallon $1.99 
Ice 10 lbs. with kegs 89$ 
All Canada Dry 28 oz.        65e 
- Party Supplies 
And More! 
433-8559 
JMU Theatre Presents 
by William Inge 
Tuesday, November 16 through Sunday, November 21 
at 8:00 p.m. in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, Duke Fine Arts Building 
.        Admission $4, $3, $2   Reservations 6260 
. 
The JMU Fine Arts Series 
+ Presents 
8:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, Nov. 30 
Wilson Auditorium 
For tickets, call 433-6472 
Land 
Winter "Gear Up" 
SALE 
25% off on 
all Backpacking and 
Cross Country Ski Gear 
& Accessories 
Nov. 28- MAP & COMPASS  WORKSHOP 
Dec. 5   Orienteering Mini-Meet 
Cross Country Skiing 
Classes & Winter 
Camping Soon! 
Call or Stop by 




LUNCH SPECIALS $2. 
(served from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.) 
Mon. -   Meat or Veggie Chill 
A Fresh Fruit 
A Vegetable Bar 
Tues. -   Black Diamond Steak 
A Steak Fries 
Wed. ■   Stuffed Potatoes A 
Fresh Fruit A 
Vegetable Bar 
Thurs. • All you can eat 
Homemade Soup with 
Hot Garlic A 
Buttered French 
Bread 
Frl. -  Choice of Quiche A 
Fresh Fruit A 
Vegetable Bar 
95 
■clip & save— 
Lunch Specials 
O tor the price of    1 








(will be closed 
Thanksgiving day) 
offer good 11 / 22 thru 11/26 
68-70 West Water St. 433-9146 
■I clip & save ————J 
,"**''*■ 
r        f 
FLY YOURSELF INTO THE FUTURE 
with a starting salary of over $17,000 




nts   inclu 
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Serjeant Jim l)ickse> 
( all collect 2%-l658 
AIM HIGH _„   BUSCH. *g* 
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Classified adS Doonesbury 
Classified ads In The Breeze cost $1 
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words, 
S3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance 
payment is needed. 
Deadlines are noon Friday for 
Monday's issue and noon Tuesday for 
Thursday's issue. Ads may me mailed to 
The Breeze, communication arts depart- 
ment, James Madison University, Har- 
rlsonburg VA 22807, or may be delivered 
to The Breeze office in the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, at Grace and South 
Main streets. 
Categories Include personals, for sale, 
for rent, help wanted, services, wanted, 
roommates, lost, and found. 
For sale 
by Garry Trudeau 
Surplus Jeeps, cars and trucks available. 
Many sell for under $200. Call 
312-742-1143 Ext. 8090 for information on 
how to purchase. 
1970 VW, new paint, runs well, $960. Call 
433-3635 or 269-2017. 
1972 Toyota Corolla, 35 MPG, $700 or 
best offer. Call 4334700 before 5 p.m., or 
434-5476 after 5:30 p.m. 
More Jewelry: Real leaves dipped In 24K 
gold. Larger selection than ever! Thurs- 
day, November 18th • Wednesday, 
November 24th. Sand dollars, seahorses, 
small earrings. Great selection! Located 
In the Campus Center. 
I ■     1^—■*■   I ■     I ^        I I ■■ II   ■■ ■■■-!-, 
Three male housing contracts for second 
semester. Ask for Danny or Tod at 
433-4647 or Chris at 433-4749. 
For rent 
Harris Gardens Apts. Students welcome. 
t, 2 and 3 bedrooms. Start at $222 per 
month. All utilities included. 1 year 
leases. Contact: Bob Rivera, 9-5 Mon-Fri, 
4344569. 
Faculty. 6 rooms, bath and a half, near 
college. Oct. 1st possession. 4344623 or 
4344729. 
House, 4 bedroom, 1 V» baths. Near JMU. 
$250 a month. 433-3312. 
Desirable rooms for second semester. 
Near campus. 2344247 or 828-2753. 
Female roommate* wanted for a large 
house of female students three blocks 
from campus. $120 per month. Heat, 
sewer and water Included. Call Robert at 
898-1500. After 6:00 p.m. call 433-1013. 
Madison Square, Phase II, is now accep- 
ting renters for second semester. Design- 
ed for students, fully furnished, cable 
T.V., air conditioning, washer and dryer, 
dishwasher, etc. On South Main Street, 
three blocks from campus. Form your 
own group of five or let us help you find 
roommates. Call Robert, Dave or Rich at 
898-1500 or 433-1013 after 5:00 p.m. 
Help wanted 
Overseas Job* — Summer/year round. 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All 
fields. $50041200 monthly. Sightseeing. 
Free Info. Write IJC, Box 52-VA4, Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625. 
Services 
Professional Typing. Call Mary Lou 
GDck, 879-9962; Donna Bodkin, 879-9294. 
Abortion — outpatient services, birth 
control and options counseling. Strictly 
confidential. Hageratown Reproductive 
Health Services — a clinic for women. 
Conveniently located near 1-81 In 
Hagerstown, MD. For information or ap- 
pointment call collect (301) 733-2400. 
Typing Sendee —19 year experience. .90/ 
page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.   . 
Need a paper typed for less? Experienc- 
ed typist. Will do last minute work. 80s 
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Morbid Comics by Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland 
Typing — Term papers, resumes, etc. 85c 
per pegs. 4334789. 
At laatl A booklet designed specifically 
to help you earn better grades on English 
essays. Let a professional writer show 
you how. Easy, step-by-step Instructions 
guaranteed to Improve your writing. Only 
$9.95 to: Blue Ridge Publishing Co., P.O. 
Box 2473, Winchester, VA^ 22601. Pro- 
mpt delivery. 
Gold bracelets, interlocking hears. Sen- 
timental value. Reward. Call Cathy, 5153. 
Men's JMU claas ring In Godwin locker 
room. Signet style. Name engraved in- 
side. Reward available. Call 6474 or 4555. 
Ask for Tod. 
Wanted 
Bands for dances, parties, and formats; 
call Leapfrog Entertainment, (703) 
7404464. ' 
Typing — Term papers. The Public 
Stenographer. 433-9212. 
Experienced typist wants to type your 
papers. $1 per page. Call Stephanie at 
434-9758. 
Lost 
4 female roommates for spring '83 
semester. Brand new, fully furnished, ful- 
ly equipped townhouse at Madison 
Square, 2 blocks from campus. $140 rent 
per month, not Including utilities. If in- 
terested call Lisa 7483 or drop a note In 
Box 1028. 
Personals 
Christy, my oboe playing friend: Happy 
Birthday to you I Love ya, Barb. 
Skiers! Wlnterbreak ski trip to Klllington 
or Smuggler's Notch ski resorts In Ver- 
mont: 5 days, 5 nights lodging in 
slopeside condos with kitchens, and 
nightly parties from $156. CALL (804) 
9794106 COLLECT, ask for NANCY. Go 
with friends or organize a small group 
and ski for free. 
To announce the engagement of Klmber- 
ly G. Collins to Stephen A. Ketchum. Kim, 
may we find all the happiness In the 
world that it has to offer. I love you. 
Monica: What's for dinner? Hsnd in 
hand, and so forth...girls ARE yukkyl 
Basketball Jones. • 
Leigh Anne — You're the bestest director 
in the whole wide world, and we love you I 
NLS. 
Joe B. — Can you believe it has been on- 
ly 2 months? Better luck with your planta 
and Happy Anniversary I DCM. 
. 
Duck, Flashflood! When It rains it pours. 
Thanks for teaching me to swim. Come 
for Daisy In May. George. 
Joycle, Happy 18th! Now you can stop 
savoring your youth and join the rest of 
us. Sandy, John, Robyn, Paul, Debbie, 
Jim, Sharon, Rusty. 
Deer Cralg: I'm so sorry for all the hurt 
I've caused you, I'll make it up to youl i 
love you, Kent. 
Happy 19th Birthday Jane, you're the 
best roommate. Good luck with AST! 
Also, Happy 20th Birthday Ellen! Love ya, 
Susan. 
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S. — How Important Is sleep really 
anyway? You can keep me up any time — 
well, almost any time. Polly. 
National Cat Showr November 20-21. 
Auto Auction Building. 50c off admission 
with this ad. Rare, purebreds, and 
household pets. 
Big Sis Sue: Thanks for being the bio 
sister I never had — you make pledging 
fun! Great weekend ahead. Nanc. 
Hey Propmaster Jaggen To you, three 
words that mean small are, "Is It In?". 
False advertisement Is illegal. Jerri 
"Shark" Hall. 
announcements 
JMU DANCE THEATER ' 
The Contempory Ensemble of the JMU Dane* 
Theatet will presents a 'Works In Progress" concert in 
Godwin 355, Nov.18 at B p.m. and Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. Ad- 
mission ia tree 
LEGISLATIVE ACTION 
The Legislative Action Commlttae will hold an Open 
Forum Nov. 30 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in tha WCC. Tha 
forum is designed to give students and faculty an op- 
portunity to express their opinions, compialnta and 
suggestions concerning Issues affecting them aa 
members of the university community. For more In- 
fomatlon contact the SGA office at 6376 or Leslie 
Davis at 4264. 
MUSIC PERFORMANCES 
Nov. 18: Madison Singers at 8 p.m. In Wilson 
Auditorium. 
Nov. 19 Student recital with Christopher Jackson, 
Euphonium, at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall Ausltorlum. 
Nov. 20: Student recital with Karen Woods playing 
the piano, at 3 p.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
Nov.21: JMU Chorus Concert at 3 p.m. In Wilson Hall 
Auditorium. 
Nov. 23: Symphony Orchestra Concert at 8 p.m. In 
Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
Nov. 28: Wind Ensemble Concert at 8 p.m. In Wilson 
Hall Auditorium. 
RUNNERS AND JOGGERS 
The Shenandoah Valley Track Club will sponsor Its 
annual 10k Turkey Trot Nov. 21 at 3 p.m. Registration 
will be at the east end of Godwin Hall at 2 p.m. Entry 
fee la »1 for SVTC members and S2 for all others. For 
more Information call Peter Nellaen at 8649. 
FILM SERIES 
Kappa Phi will be sponsoring a film series, "Masters 
of Modern Sculpture," focusing on the principle ac- 
complishments of 20th century Innovative sculptors 
The series will be shown Nov. 22 and 29 at 7 p m In 
room A100 of the Duke Fine Arts Center. 
TEACHERS ORGANIZATION 
The Foreign and Domestic Teachers Organization 
needs teacher applicants In all fields from 
kindergarten through college to fill over five hundr*d 
teaching vacancies both at home and abroad. For 
more Information write the Portland Oregon Better 
Business Bureau or the National Teacher's Placement 
Agency, Universal Teachers, Box 5231, Portland 
Oregon 97208. O 
RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
The Recreation Department is having signups on 
the bulletin board outalde of Godwin 102 for the in- 
tramural oneon-one baaketball tournament. Signup 
deadline Is Nov. 23. The tournament starts Nov. 29. 
Informal recreation will be held In the gym from 7:30 
to 8:30 p.m.: Sunday and Monday, badminton and fenc- 
ing; Tuesday, co-ed women's basketball: Wednesday 
co-ed volleyball; Thursdsy, volleyball for JMU women 
and secretaries. Informal recreation Is open to all JMU 
faculty, staff, students and their families. 
RELIGION COLLOQUIUM 
Dr. Barbara Ann D. Swyhart will have a pre-reading of 
her paper to be presented at the American Academy of 
Religion in December on "Jewish and Christian 
Reasoning About the Reproductive Process: A Criti- 
que," Dec. 2 at 11 a.m. in the Sheldon Conference 
Room. 
PLACEMENT CENTER 
Resume and cover letter reviews: typed, ready to be 
printed resumes will be critiqued on a walk-in basis 
Thursdays 9 to 11:30 a.m. 
The Defense Contract Audit Agency will be Inter- 
viewing accounting majors Nov. 22. Signup sheets are 
posted in the CP&P office. 
Stalf members are avallalbe to help you with career 
questions or questions about changing malors Set up 
an appointment in the CP&P office. 
The Defense Intelligence Agency will be on campus 
Dec. 8 recruiting geology and geography malors Sign- 
up sheets are In the CP&P office. 
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA 
Omicron Delta Kappa, the National Leadership 
Honor Society, la accepting applications for selection 
of campus leaders. You muat be a Jumlor or senior, 
have a 3.25 GPA and have leadership experience. Ap- 
plications may be picked up In Alumnae 106 and must 
be returned by Nov. 24. 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
Tentative summer school schedules are now 
available In the aummer school offlotywilaori 107. The 
guaranteed schedule will be available in mid-February. 
PROFICIENCY TEST 
Typing and shorthand proficiency teets for Civil Ser- 
vice will be given by National Collegiate Association 
for Secretaries Nov. 30 at 4:30 p.m. in Harrison Annex, 
room B-204. All Interested persons should report to 
B-204 by 4:20 on that day. For Information contact Mrs. 
Graves In HX B-13 or call 6352. 
JMU SKI CLUB 
The JMU Ski Club meets every Tuesday at 6 p.m In 
tha North Ballroom. 
OUTING CLUB 
Anyone Interested In hiking, caving, camping etc. 
come to the Outing Club meetings held Wednesdays at 
6:30 p.m. in Blackwetl Auditorium In Moody Hall u SPECIAL EDUCATION 
The Special Education Advisory Committee will 
meet Nov 23 at 4:30 p.m. in Maury 101. 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
lona, a Christian fellowship supported by the First 
Presbyterian Church, meets for Bi-ie study and discus- 
sion every Tuesday at 7 p.m. In the mezzanine of the 
WCC. 
TEST FILE 
Anyone in need of old tests form which to study can 
find them in the library at the reserve desk. Tests are 
filed according to teachers and can be checked out 
anytime. 
MENTAL HEALTH TRAINEESHIPS 
Undergraduate, graduating seniors and new college 
graduates are Invited to apply for full-year preprofes- 
sionai mental health tralneeshlps and short-term ex 
ternshlps providing training and experience with men- 
tally and emotionally handicapped children, youth and 
young adults presenting problems of adjustments and 
learning. Information and applications are available 
from Dr. Henry Platt, Director of Devereux Foundation 
Institute of Clinical Training and Research, 19 South 
Waterloo Rd., Box 400, Devon PA (Tel: 215-296-A906) 
ART EXHIBITION 
The Annual Art Faculty Exhlbfton, Nov. 29 to Dec. 16, 
will feature current artwork of the JMU Art Faculty. A 
gala opening reception will be held Nov. 29 at 8 p.m. In 
the Sawhill Gallery of the Duke Fine Arts Center. 
Nov. 29 to Dec 9 "Student Works: Prints by Susan 
Passmore; Paintings and Handmade Paper Pieces by 
Laura Jane Woolrldge." The opening reception will be 
Nov. 29 form 7 to 8 p.m. in the Artworks Gallery of ih 
Zlrkle House. 
Nov. 29 to Dec. 9- "Artwork by Sandy Wasaenmiller, 
JMU graduate student." The opening reception will be 
Nov. 29 from 7 to 8 p.m. in the Other Gallery of the 
Zlrkle House 
Dec. 5 to 9: "Student Photography Exhibition." JMU 
photography students currently enrolled In the advanc- 
ed photography courses will have their work on 
display. 
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Masses on campus are held Saturdays at S p.m. in 
room D of the WCC and -Sundays at 10:30 a.m. and 
noon in the Ballroom of the WCC. 
COMMUTER STUDENTS 
The Commuter Student Committee la sponsoring a 
happy hour and skating party Nov. 16 from 8 to mid- 
night. For more Information and tickets, come to the 
CSC office In the WCC. 
The telephone directories are In. Come by the CSC 
office and pick one up. 
TUTORS NEEDED 
Tutors are needed for almost all JMU subject areas 
If interested, come by the Counseling and Student 
Development Center and pick up an application. 
COUNSELING CENTER 
The Counseling Center offers personal study skills 
and vocational counseling for individuals and groups. 
Call 6552 for more information or come for walk-in ser- 
vice between 3 and 5 p.m., Monday through Thursday 
In Alumnae Hall. 
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS 
The Scholarship Research Institute of Washington 
D.C., an organization specializing In aiding students 
and their parents In their efforts to locate funds for col- 
lege, is offering three f 1,000 scholarships. Applicants 
must be undergraduate, full-time students with a GPA 
of 2.0 or above. For application and information write 
to Scholarship Research Institute, P.O. Box 50617, 
Washington DC. 20004. Deadline for application Is 
Nov. 30. 
WRITING LAB 
The university writing lab offers Individualized help 
for students working on papers or reports, studying for 
essay exams, writing letters or applications, reviewing 
grammar, or preparing to take the GRE, LSAT, or 
GMAT. For further information call Mrs. Hosklns at 
8401 or atop by Sheldon 209, Monday through Friday 
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
ESCORT SERVICE 
The fraternities of Alpha Chi Rho and Theta Chi are 
offering a free escort service. The operational hours 
are aa follows: AXP, Monday through Thursday from 9 
until midnight, phone 5697; Theta Chi, Friday through 
Saturday from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. and Sunday from 9 until 
midnight, phone 5798. 
Write your ad in this space: 
Name 
Clip this form and put it in an 
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2 
for 11-20 words, and so on. 
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by 
campus mail, or deliver it to our of- 
fice in the basement of Anthony- 
Seeger Hall. 
Deadline for Thursday's paper is 
noon Monday. Deadline for Mon- 





a good head 
to make it 
through college. 
POP PJSTR1BUT1NG   VERONA, VA. 
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With Homemade Seafood Gumbo 
• Tender fish fillets, golden fried in a 
Louisiana-style breading 
• Golden french'fries (or baked potato after 5PM) 
• Warm toasted grecian bread 
• Served with tartar sauce and lemon wedge 
• All the homemade soup and garden fresh 







THURS: "TOUGH LUCK" 
featuring Lips Lackowitz 
Ladies Night 
FRI & SAT: "AXLE" Southern Rock 
Also FRI & SAT- First 50 student I.D.'s 
get in free. 
Try Our Subs & Sandwiches 
434-9233    29 South Liberty St.        One Block From Court Square 
BODYSHOP 
SPECIALS 
JEANS & CORDS 




Size* 27- 42 
No Fault Denim 
99 
Straight Leg Only 
JEANS AND CORDUROYS 
Straight Leg or Boot Cut <fc 1 £J95 
Levrs LADY 
Super Straight or California Straight Leg 
$1998 Pre-Washed Sizes 1-15 
Men's and Ladies 
Shirts & Sweaters 
20%OFF 
TkeBedif Sfcop 
The Purple Building On The Court Square 
Open Dally 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Open Thursday and Friday Nights Until 9 p.m 
I.*.*.* - 
.•.' .   .*>.».■..*.<•.* .«.• 
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ABC law 
Change it 
The Virginia Alcoholic Beverage Control Com- 
mission is considering a move that could end most 
Greek parties here — enforcing the law. 
Greek organizations finance most of their par- 
ties through ticket sales. This is technically con- 
sidered selling beer without a license. Even if 
tickets are pre-sold or donations are requested, the 
law is being violated. 
Some fraternities and sororities already lose 
money when they hold a party. Without the ability 
to collect money the weekly parties will become ob- 
solete. 
The change was prompted by a raid last month 
on a Washington and Lee fraternity. The ABC 
must investigate any complaint and from now on 
they will not make college Greek groups an excep- 
tion, according to Buddy Decker, an ABC inspec- 
tor. 
The absurdity lies in the obvious off-campus 
results of such a move. If the ABC shuts down 
Greek parties, JMU students will go to local 
establishments for their spirited consumption. 
Then the JMU students will get in their 
automobiles to come back to campus. Drunken 
driving arrests will rise as might traffic fatalities. 
The ABC law is insufficient. Obviously the 
ABC thought so, too, in allowing Greek parties to 
exist in violation for so long. 
If the system is functioning smoothly here, there 
is no reason to change it. Either the law should 
continue to be ignored, which is riot a good option, 
or the ABC should make legal provisions for state 
colleges. 
The administration here should suggest this to 
the ABC. Students will continue to drink. The real 
change is that now they will attempt to maneuver 
an autobmobile afterwards. 
A Happy Hour this is not. 
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze's 
editor, Chris Kouba; managing editor, Jill Howard; and 
editorial editor, Greg Henderson. It was written by the 
editorial editor. 
By Mike Mitchell 
Draft registration: an economic issue 
By GREG HENDERSON 
Enten Eller is a peace-loving, 
value-oriented man. He is also a 
sharp man, and refuses to let the 
U.S. government or anyone else run 
his life. 
In his trial last August, Eller told 
the judge, "There is a higher law to 
follow and a higher judge." The 
judge disagreed and Eller faces a 
maximum penalty of five years in 
jail, a $10,000 fine, or both. 
Eller may be alone in the strength 
of his convictions, but in refusing to 
register for the Selective Service, he 
is far from alone. It is estimated that 
up to 700,000 eligible men have not 
registered. 
The government's prosecution 
policy concerning draft registration 
is failing. If your chances are less 
than one in 50,000 of being indicted 
for not registering, the fear of 
retribution is insignificant. 
The government's case became 
even weaker Monday, when a judge 
in Los Angeles ruled on a technicali- 
ty that the draft registration law is 
invalid. 
But the case runs deeper. The 
judge said that the prosecution of 
21-year-old David Wayte was done 
because of his vocal criticism of the 
' draft. The White House refused to 
release documents that may have 
substantiated the charge, and 
presidential counselor Edwin Meese 
III refused an order to testify. They 
can do that without being in con- 
tempt of court — it's something 
about executive privilege. 
As Richard Cohen pointed out in 
The Washington Post on Tuesday, if 
the government is involved in this 
way it is unconstitutional — 
something about free speech. 
The Reagan administration has 
said that as soon as the Social Securi- 
ty and Selective Service systems con- 
solidate their records, prosecutions 
will increase. 
Actually, it hasn't taken that long. 
While the legality of draft registra- 
tion was under question, President 
Reagan was bypassing it. Under a 
law he signed last month, male col- 
lege students who have failed to 
register for the draft will be ineligible 
for financial aid after July 1. Col- 
leges which do not cooperate will 
have federal funds cut off. 
Financial aid has always 
represented some degree of 
economic hardship. But especially 
after Reagan's cuts of last year, 
many of those who are eligible for 
financial aid are simply poor. 
Whether or not he intended it, 
Reagan has given a new face to a 
theme which raised such opposition 
to the draft during Vietnam — using 
the military as a way of 
discriminating against the poor. 
At that time, college students 
could get deferments from conscrip- 
tion. Those who could not go to col- 
lege were the poor and the 
uneducated. In many cases they were 
also minorities, and they went in in- 
ordinate numbers to*Vietnam. 
Many men, like myself, have 
registered for the draft. Many of us 
also did it without strong convictions 
either way. It was easier to register, 
even for those who strongly opposed 
the draft. 
If a draft was instituted later it 
would be the time to consider mak- 
ing a stand. In the meantime, we 
could get an education, start a life, 
and avoid government harassment. 
There are some, however, who 
made their stand clear. Enten Eller 
did it. David Wayte did it. And for 
whatever reasons, 700,000 others did 
it. It was not a question of conve- 
nience but a question of values. 
Values cross economic and racial 
dividers. 
The Reagan administration has 
put a price on values. They are say- 
ing that, in effect, if you have the 
money you can have a conscience. If 
you don't, you can't. 
If the Reagan administration is 
going to enforce draft registration, 
they should do it evenly and fairly — 
in the courts. If they can't handle it, 
they shouldn't pull a pawn out of the 
bureacratic hat which penalizes both 
the poor and the higher education 
system. 
Greg Henderson is editorial editor 











with l order 
of Kentucky Fries 
omuNAi wan 
EmuCWSPT 
With this coupon you can buy one Chicken Sandwich 
with 1 «d*r of Kentucky Fries lor only SIM. Limit 
one coupon per customer Customer pays aH appNc- 
| able sates tax This coupon toad only at Kentucky 
Fried Chicken Stores fcstod In tha ad 
OFFER EXPIRES NOV. M. It*]. m 
2 Sausage & 
Egg Biscuits 
For $| 39 
Served till 11 :OOAM. 
1 Coupon Per Customer 
Offer Good at, Harrison- 
burg Verona and Staunton offer 
Kentucky Fried Chicken     Ends 


















Get « pieces oi the Cotonels Ordinal Recipe or Ertrs 
Crispy Chicken, 4 Biscuits 1 Larva Gravy, 1 Large 
Mashed Potato i 1 Large Cola Stow tor only se.95 
UmM one coupon per customer. Coupon goad only 
tor combination white/dark orders. Customer pars 
•a appfcebte sates tax. This coupon good only at Ken- 
tucky Fried Chicken Stores listed in this ad 
OFFER EXPIRES MOV. JO. Itel.        JM 
JM 
Get 15 places ot the Cotonels Original Recipe or 
Crispy Chicken, • Rtocuits. 1 Large Gravy. 2 J 
Mashed Potatoes. 1 Large Cote Stow ft 1 Large I 
roni Sated tor $12.95. Um* 1 coupon par cust 
Coupon good only tor combination white/dark c 
Customer pays al appfcabte sates tax Thai a 
good only «t Kentucky Fried Chicken Stores Nsl 
OFFER EXPIRES NOV. 10, 1W1. 
2 Ham & Egg 
Biscuits 
For $.| 39 
Served Till! 1:00 AM 
1 Coupon Per Customer. 
Offer Good at Harrisonburg 
Verona and Staunton Ken- 
tucky Fried Chicken Stores 
Offer Ends Nov 30, 1982 Mte 
JM 
HARRISONBURG 
891 Cantrell Ave. 
433-8464 
VERONA 






East Luray Shopping Center 
743-4555 
